WHERE TO EAT IN MADISON
NOTE

- Issued by International Student Services
- Not for advertisement purpose
- The restaurants in this book are all suggested by previous international students, the International Student Services office does not take any responsibility for them.
MUST TRY IN MADISON

- Daily Scoop Ice cream
- Babcock Dairy Store
- Stella's Bakery
- Cheese curds - Traditional Wisconsin Food
- Food Carts on State Street
ASIAN CUISINE

Chinese Style Food
- Taiwan's Little Eats
- Fugu
- Taste of Sichuan
- Ichiban
- Hong Kong Station
- A8 China
- Dagu Rice Noodles
- Double 10
- Fuki

Japanese Style Food
- Yume Sushi
- String Ramen
- Sushi Express
- Tavernakaya
- Muramoto Hilldale
ASIAN CUISINE

Korean Style Food
- 5 Stars Korean BBQ
- Sol's on the Square
- New Seoul Korean Restaurant
- K-Peppers

Indian Style Food
- Madistan
- Mirch Masala
- Bombay Fast Cafe
- Taste Of India
- The Globe

Thai Style Food
- Sai-Bai Thong
- Thai Basil
- Rising Sons Thai Restaurant
MEDITERRANEAN

- Mediterranean Cafe
- Dubai Mediterranean Restaurant & Bar
- Kosharie
- Naf Naf

MEXICAN & SOUTH AMERICAN CUISINE

- Los Gemelos
- Estacion Inka
- Bartaco
- Garibaldi
- A La Brasa
EUROPEAN CUISINE

- Cento
- Naples 15
- Lombardino's Restaurant
- Prost! MSN

VEGAN OPTIONS

- Sookies Veggie Burger
- Forage Kitchen (Salads and Grain Bowls)
- Bombay Fast Café
- Justveggiez
- Green Owl Café
Welcome! Badgers
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